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The purpose of this presentation is to update the CCG VSG the PR19 

methodology consultation approaches to vulnerability
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Purpose



Overview
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Ofwat’s key themes

• Great customer service

• Resilience

• Affordable bills

• Innovation
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Business plan categorisation – “initial assessment”

• Four categories for business plan assessment – exceptional, fast track, slow track and significant scrutiny

• Ofwat has stated they will not use the ‘exceptional’ category if plans are not sufficiently high-quality, ambitious and 

innovative

• Financial benefit only related to exceptional plans

• 9 assessment areas:

Targeted 

controls, markets 

and innovation

Aligning risk and 

return

Accounting for 

past delivery

Engaging 

customers

Addressing 

affordability and 

vulnerability

Delivering 

outcomes for 

customers

Securing long-

term resilience

Securing cost 

efficiency

Securing 

confidence and 

assurance
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Customer engagement

Consultation key issues/proposals

Customer engagement

 Ofwat expecting a step change in customer engagement at PR19 with companies using a wider range of techniques to address Ofwat’s

principles of good customer engagement - this includes customer participation

 Engagement will be central to assessment of company business plans

Non household

 Expectation that wholesalers will engage with business end-customers and retailers

Engagement is not a 

‘one-size-fits-all’ process, 

but should reflect the

particular circumstances 

of each company and its 

various household and 

non-household

customers

Customers and their 

representatives must be 

able to challenge the

companies throughout the 

process. The 

engagement process 

should ensure this

challenge happens

The final decision on 

price limits is entrusted to 

Ofwat. We will use a

risk-based approach to 

challenge company plans 

if this is necessary to 

protect

customers’ interests

Water companies should 

deliver outcomes that 

customers and society

value at a price they are 

willing to pay

Customer engagement is 

essential to achieve the 

right outcomes at

the right time and at the 

right price

Engagement should not 

simply take place at price 

reviews.

Engagement means 

understanding what 

customers want and 

responding to that in

plans and ongoing 

delivery

It is the companies’ 

responsibility to engage 

with customers and to

demonstrate that they 

have done it well
Ofwat’s seven 

principles 

underlying good 

customer 

engagement
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Affordability and vulnerability

Consultation key issues/proposals

Affordability

 Three aspects - overall affordability; affordability in the long term; and affordability for those struggling or at risk of struggling to 

pay

 Will be assessed using five principles - customer engagement; customer support; effectiveness; efficiency; and accessibility 

 Propose that companies provide data to demonstrate the affordability of their plans

 Clear evidence required that:

− Companies’ financial assistance schemes are accessible for those struggling, or at risk of struggling, to pay their bills.

− Companies being proactive by identifying those who need help and making it as easy as possible for them to get it

− Evidence on how companies are communicating to raise awareness of support for customers struggling or at risk of 

struggling to pay

Vulnerability – 3 qualitative tests

 how well companies have used good-quality available data to understand their customers and identify those in circumstances 

that make them vulnerable

 how well companies have engaged with other utilities and third party organisations to identify vulnerability and best support

those who are in vulnerable circumstances

 how targeted, efficient and effective companies’ measures to address vulnerability have been
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Affordability and vulnerability

Consultation key issues/proposals

Vulnerability

 Requirement to have bespoke performance commitment in relation to vulnerability

 Common measures to be developed for addressing vulnerability

− proportion of eligible customers receiving support through vulnerability assistance option(s)

− the number of customers contacted by the company about eligibility for vulnerability assistance options

− the percentage of customers receiving vulnerability assistance option(s) who are satisfied with the assistance

 Reports from CCG will provide independent assessment on quality of companies’ planned support for vulnerable customers
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Outcomes

• Proposed common performance commitments for PR19

• Proposed new customer experience measure 




